
Books Featuring a Character that is 80 or Older 
 

Have you seen Luis Velez? by Catherine Ryan Hyde  
LP F Hyde 
Raymond is a shy Black teen who feels like he doesn’t fit in anywhere - not with his complicated 
family, and not at school. Mildred is a blind 92-year-old Holocaust survivor living alone since her 
caretaker disappeared. When Raymond meets Mildred in his apartment building, she introduces 
herself with the question: “Have you seen Luis Velez?” Raymond begins to help Mildred with her 
weekly errands to the banks and the grocery store, and also hopes to help her track down Luis. 
As their neighborhood devolves further into bigotry and fear, they form an unlikely friendship. 
Raymond tries to reassure her that for every terrible act, there’s a mirror image of kindness. And 
Mildred helps Raymond see that even when life is difficult, there is always hope. 
 

When All Is Said by Anne Griffin,  
F Grif, Libby & Hoopla 
If you had to pick five people to sum up your life, who would they be? If you were to raise a glass 
to each of them, what would you say? And what would you learn about yourself, when all is 
said? At the bar of a grand hotel in a small Irish town sits 84-year-old Maurice Hannigan. He's 
alone, as usual -- though tonight is anything but. Pull up a stool and charge your glass, because 
Maurice is finally ready to tell his story. Over the course of this evening, he will raise five toasts 
to the five people who have meant the most to him. Through these stories - of unspoken joy and 
regret, a secret tragedy kept hidden, a fierce love that never found its voice - the life of one man 
will be powerful and poignantly laid bare. Beautifully heart-warming and powerfully felt, the 
voice of Maurice Hannigan will stay with you long after all is said and done. 

 
If You Ask Me (And Of Course You Won't) by Betty White,  
Bio White Betty, Libby  
Seven-time Emmy winner Betty White’s wit and wisdom take center stage as she tackles topics 
like friendship, romantic love, aging, television, fans, love for animals, and the brave new world 
of celebrity. If You Ask Me mixes her thoughtful observations with humorous stories from a 
seven-decade career in Hollywood. Longtime fans and new fans alike will relish Betty’s candid 
take on everything from the unglamorous reality behind red carpet affairs, to her beauty 
regimen, to the Facebook campaign that helped persuade her to host Saturday Night. Featuring 
all-new material, with a focus on the past fifteen years of her life, If You Ask Me is funny, sweet, 
and to the point—just like Betty. 
 
Three Things about Elsie by Joanna Cannon 
F Cann, Libby  
There are three things you should know about Elsie. The first thing is that she's my best friend. 
The second is that she always knows what to say to make me feel better. And the third 
thing...might take a bit more explaining. Eighty-four-year-old Florence has fallen in her flat at 
Cherry Tree Home for the Elderly. As she waits to be rescued, she thinks about her friend Elsie 
and wonders if a terrible secret from their past is about to come to light. If the charming new 
resident is who he claims to be, why does he look exactly like a man who died sixty years ago? 
 
 



The Story of Arthur Truluv by Elizabeth Berg 
F Berg, Libby & Hoopla 
For the past six months, Arthur Moses’s days have looked the same: He tends to his rose garden 
and to Gordon, his cat, then rides the bus to the cemetery to visit his beloved late wife for lunch. 
Eighteen-year-old Maddy Harris is an introspective girl who visits the cemetery to escape the 
other kids at school. One afternoon she joins Arthur—a gesture that begins a surprising 
friendship between two lonely souls. Moved by Arthur’s kindness and devotion, Maddy gives him 
the nickname “Truluv.” As Arthur’s neighbor Lucille moves into their orbit, the unlikely trio band 
together and, through heartache and hardships, help one another rediscover their own potential 
to start anew. A beautiful and moving novel of compassion in the face of loss, of the small acts 
that turn friends into family, and of the possibilities to achieve happiness at any age. 

 
The Secret Diary of Hendrik Groen by Hendrik Groen 
F Groe, Libby & Hoopla 
Technically speaking, Hendrik Groen is....elderly. But at age 83 1/4, this feisty, indomitable 
curmudgeon has no plans to go out quietly. Bored of weak tea and potted geraniums, 
exasperated by the indignities of aging, Hendrik has decided to rebel - on his own terms. He 
begins writing an exposé: secretly recording the antics of day-to-day life in his retirement home, 
where he refuses to take himself, or his fellow "inmates," too seriously. With an eccentric group 
of friends, he founds the wickedly anarchic Old-But-Not-Dead Club, and he and his best friend, 
Evert, gleefully stir up trouble, enraging the home's humorless director and turning themselves 
into unlikely heroes. And when a sweet and sassy widow moves in next door, he polishes his 
shoes, grooms what's left of his hair, and determines to savor every ounce of joy in the time he 
has left, with hilarious and tender consequences. 

 
Elizabeth Is Missing by Emma Healey 
F Heal, Libby & Hoopla  
Maud, an ageing grandmother, descending into dementia embarks on a desperate quest to find 
the best friend she believes has disappeared. She’s slowly losing her memory yet she refuses to 
forget her best friend Elizabeth, whom she is convinced is missing and in terrible danger. But no 
one will listen to Maud—not her frustrated daughter, Helen, not her caretakers, not the police, 
and especially not Elizabeth's mercurial son, Peter. Armed with handwritten notes she leaves for 
herself and an overwhelming feeling that Elizabeth needs her help, Maud resolves to discover 
the truth and save her beloved friend. This singular obsession forms a cornerstone of Maud's 
rapidly dissolving present. But the clues she discovers seem only to lead her deeper into her 
past, to another unsolved disappearance: her sister, Sukey, who vanished shortly after World 
War II. Could the mystery of Sukey's disappearance hold the key to finding Elizabeth? 

 
How the Penguins Saved Veronica by Hazel Prior 
F Prio, Libby 
Eighty-five-year-old Veronica McCreedy is estranged from her family and wants to find a 
worthwhile cause to leave her fortune to. When she sees a documentary about penguins being 
studied in Antarctica, she tells the scientists she’s coming to visit—and won’t take no for an 
answer. Shortly after arriving, she convinces the reluctant team to rescue an orphaned baby 
penguin. He becomes part of life at the base, and Veronica's closed heart starts to open. Her 
grandson, Patrick, comes to Antarctica to make one last attempt to get to know his 
grandmother. Together, Veronica, Patrick, and even the scientists learn what family, love, and 
connection are all about. 



The Mostly True Story of Tanner & Louise by Colleen Oakley 
F Oakl, Libby  
Louise wants a caretaker even less than Tanner wants to be one. The two start off their living 
arrangement happily ignoring each other until Tanner starts to notice things—weird things. Like, 
why does Louise keep her garden shed locked up tighter than a prison? And why is the local 
news fixated on the suspect of one of the biggest jewelry heists in American history who looks 
eerily like Louise? And why does Louise suddenly appear in her room, with a packed bag at 1 
a.m. insisting that they leave town immediately? Thus begins the story of a not-to-be-
underestimated elderly woman and an aimless young woman who—if they can outrun the 
mistakes of their past—might just have the greatest adventure of their lives. 
 

 
Varina Palladino's Jersey Italian Love Story by Terri-Lynne DeFino 
F DeFi, Libby & Hoopla 
Lively widow Varina Palladino has lived in the same house in Wyldale, New Jersey, her entire 
life. The town might be stuck in the 1960s, when small businesses thrived and most residents 
were Italian, but its population is getting younger and the Palladinos are embracing the change. 
What Varina's not embracing, much to her ninety-two-year-old mother's dismay, is dating. Sylvia 
Spini worries about her daughter Varina being left all alone when she dies. Sylvia knows what it 
is to be old and alone, so granddaughter, Donatella, comes to her with an ill-conceived plan to 
find Varina a man, Sylvia dives in. The three men of the family—Dante, Tommy, and Paulie—are 
each secretly plotting their own big life changes, which will throw everyone for a loop. Three 
generations of Palladinos butt heads and break one another's hearts as they wrestle with their 
own Jersey Italian love stories in this hilarious and life-affirming ode to love and family. 


